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PREFACE

Az one of its contributions to the Improvement of mathematics

in the schools of this country, the School Mathematics Study

Group has prepared a series of sample text materials for grades

40 5 and 6 under the title "Mathematics for the Elementary

School". These are designed to illustrate the kind of mathe-

matics curriculum that we believe appropriate for elementary

schools.

As Its titLe Indicates, this booklet ,:onsists of three units

selected from "Grade 4" of "Mathematics for the Elementary

School".

Tip teachers end schools who desire to use these three selected

units, we would say that it is imperative that they have the

textbook, "Mathematics for the Elementary School, drade 4",

and the Teachers' Commentary for this textbook. The complete

textbook and the related teachers' commentary provide a means

by which a teacher may gain an understanding of the sequence

of units to which these selected three are related. The commen-

tary is essential to any teacher teaching one or more of these

units.

There art two important reaoons for selecting these particular

units. First, pupils, who have not completed "Mathematics for

the Elementary School, Grade 4" but are to undertake "Grade 5"

should as minimum preparation have completed these three units

,along with a conventional grade 4 program. Second, it is

Claus that they are useful in augmenting a conventional

program. However, their use with conventional materials will

require special attentlon to the use and growth of the ideas

once introduced.

The three units included in this selection are as follows:

Conccpt of Sets Chapter 1

Sets of Points Chapter 5

Concept of Fractional Numbers Chapter 10
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Chapter 1

CONCEPT OF SETS

THINKING ABOUT SETS

These are pictures of sets.

A Set of Toys A Set of Flowers An EMpty Set

You can think of many sets of things--

The set of children in your school;

The set of children in your class;

The set of numbers, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and so on;

The set of numbers, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, and so on;

The set of numbers, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 30 on;

The set of letters in the alphabet;

The set of boyt in your class who are ten feet tall.

A set is a collection of things. Some of these collections

can be sets of objects, sets of people, sets of pictures, and

sets of numbers. Think of some examples of sets of things.



A thing that belongs to a set is a member of that set.

Each of the letters, b, r, s, to y, is a member of the set of

letters in our alphabet. You are a member of the set of children

in your school.

There are sets that have only one member.

The set of letters in our alphabet between d and f has only

one member. It is the letter e.

There are sets that have no members. The set of children

in your class, who are less than four years old, has no members.

If a set has no members, it is called the emptx set.

We use capital letters for names of sets.

You may use any capital letter you wish.

The letter you choose may help you remember the set.

The states New York and California are members of the set of

states of the U. S. A.

We may call this set, Set C. We write

C (New York, California)

The counting numbers between 4 and 8 are 5, 6, 7.

We may call this set Set N. We write:

N (5, 6, 7)
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Exercise Set 1

Name the members of each set:

1. The first five 4etters of the alphabet.

2. The numbers that you use when you count the first five

children in your classroom.

i. Tne numberb counting by 2ss, beginning with 1 and

ending with 9.

4. The numbers counting by 21s, beginning with 6 and

ending with 16.

5. The letters in your first name.

(A letter may appear in your first name more than once.
Use it only once in the set.)

6. The days of the week whose names begin with W.

The boys in your class less than six years old.

8. The months of the year whose names begin with letter

9. The numbers between 30 and 40 that are larger than 50.

10. BRAINTWISTER: The letters which are in the name of your

school and not in your last name.
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NUMERS

When you first learned to count, you began with I. You

counted 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 70 80 9, 10, 11, 12, and so on. You

can count much farther than 12 now. No matter how far you can

count, there are still more numbers. If you knew how to count

them, you could keep on counting as long as you live. Then,

there would still be more numbers. These numbers used in

counting are called counting numbers.

In arithmetic there is the set of numbers called the set of

whole numbers. These numbers are 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and so on.

We may write the set of whole numbers this way:

W (0, 1, 2, 3 4, 5, 6, . .)

We may write the set of counting numbers this way:

C (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, . .)

We cannot write all the whole numbers. We use the three dots,

to mean that there are more numbers than we can write.

The number 0 is the first one written in Set W.

The number 6 is the last number written in the Set W.

But, the number 6 is not the last whole number.

It is just the last number written in Set W.

We write:

W (0, 1, 2, 3,

W (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, ..)

We have used two different ways to name the same set.

4
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Cuunt "by 21s" beginning with the number 0.

You count 0, 2, 4, 10 .12 Ili 16 le 20 22-17,111,1) 0

These number:L tnat name are called even numbers.

The numbers 0, 2, .L, 8, . . ., are called even numbers.

The numerals 39, 70, 128, 100, 200, l32, are. names of some

even numbers.

Count "by 21o" beginning with the number 1.

You count 1, 3, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, .

The whole numbers that you name when you count "by 21s"

beginning with I are called odd numbers.

The numera1n 37, 41, 101, 421, 1247, are names of some

odd numbers.

Here are some more sets of things.

Mary

tree

pen

car

picture

Set. A Set B

Set A is a set of woras.

The number of words in Set A is

Set B is a set of letters.

The number of letters in Set B is 4.



The number of odd numbers in the set of counting numbers between

1 and 20 is 9. The members'of this set are 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13,

15 17, 19.

The number of words in the set ( ) is 0.

There are no members of this set.

We call this set the empty set.

The number of the empty set is zero.

We ust numbers to tell how many members are in a set.

Zxercise Set 2

Here are some sets in 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. Below each set

are groups of words. Which best describes each set? Is it a),

b), or c)? Write your answer. Then tell how many members are in

that set.

1. (1, 3 5, 7, 9)

a) a set of small numbers

b) the set of 311 odd numbers

c) the set of odd numbers less than 10

2. (Tuesday, Thursday)

a) the set of school days

b) the set of the last twf) days in the week

c) the set of days in tlx week whose names begin with T

6



3. (10, 20, 30, 401

a) the ze of numbers less than 50

b) the counting numbers less than 50 whose numerals end in

zero

c) the set of even numbers less than 50

4. (chalk, book, eraser, pencil)

a) a set of things you find in a schoolroom

b) a set of school furniture

c) a set of things to read

t). (bus, train, automobile, airplane)

a) a set of things you see in the sky

b) a set of things you find in a garage

0) a set of things people may use when they travel

6. Hepe are some things: potato, 9, Bobby, celery, 3, rock,

George, 15, e, 4, bacon, 6, Mary,

David, a, candy, o, 7, i, key

Select the things that are:

a) a set of boys! names

b) the set of whole numbers larger than 2 and less than 8

c) the set of vowels

d) a set of things to eat

e) a set of things to read

7



SETS WITHIN SETS

We.had some coins in a piggy-bank.

We poured them out on the table.

This picture shows the way they fell.

Each N shows a.nickel.

Each P showe a penny.

Each D shows a dime.

.Each Q shows a quarter.

P P 0 0
N PO
D p

N P p 0

DQpN

In the set of coins there is a set of pehnies.

A fence is around all the pennies.
P P

All pennies are insid c! the fence.. N.
0

All other coins are outside the fence.

N P D

p N

Q

There is another way to show that the set of pennies is

within the set of coins. We can show it like this.

/7;1--e set of coins in the piggy-bank

The set of pennies in
piggy-bank

riow do we show tile pennies in.the picture?

They are inside the small ring.

Where are th,3 other cdins that are not pennies?

They are outside the sMall ring but inside the big'ring.

--.--e-1
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This picture SAows anther set

within a set. The set of books

on animals is within the set of

all books in the school library.

We can say that'the set of books on animals is a subset of the

set of all books in the library.

Exercise Set 3

1. The set of all pupils in your school is within the set of all

pupils in your state. Draw a picture to snow this idea.

2. Make a drawing to show alat the set of all even numbers is

within the set of all whole numbers.

3. The drawing below shows that the set ')f numerals

35 45 is within the set of all numerals ending in 5.

Make a drawing to show that the numbe-s 10, 20, 30, 40 are

within the set of all whole numbers.

9



4. A set of girls in the fourth grade is Mary, Martha, Karen,

Kathy, Marian, Sue. Call this set, Set S.

s . (Mary, Martha, Karen, Kathy, Marian, Sue)

Here is some information about this set of girls. Use it in

answering the questions in this problem.

Name Color of Eyes, Color of Hair Age

Mary blue blonde 9

Martha brown brown 10

Karen gray black 9

Kathy brown Wack 9

Marian blue brown 10

Sue brown brown 9

a) Write the members of the !t of girls who are 10 years

old. Call this set, Set B. Is Set B in Set S?

b) Write the members of the set of girls who have gray eyes.

Call this set, Set C. Is Set C in Set S?

c) Write the members of the set of girls who have black hair

and who are 9 years old. C,.11 this set Set X. Is

Set X in Set S?

d) Is Set C in Set X?

5. BRAINTWISTER: Make a drawing to show that the numbers 2

6, 8, 10 are within the se't of even numbers and the even

numbers are within the set of whole numbers.

10



EQUAL SETS

Here are two sets of pictures.

The members of the two sets are the sam.

If two sets have the same members, the two sets are equal.

The members of, equal sets do not have to be in the same order.

Here are some other sets.

A (apple, pencil)

B (pencil, apple)

We can say that Set A equals Set B. We write: Set A = Set B

M - (5, 1, 3)

N (1, 3, 5)

Does Set M . Set N? Why?

Here are two sets of pictures.

These sets do not have the same members.

They do have the same number of members.

11



O um (apple, pencil, house)

H (dog, oar, hat)

Set 0 is not equal to Set H. We write: Set CI # Set H

R (0, 1, 2, 3)

P (1, 2, 3)

Set R is not equal to Set P. We write: Set R # Set P.

A (4, 5, 7)

1. Does Set A Set B?

2. Does Set C Set A1

3. Does Set C Set B?

X (b a, e, k)

4. Does Set X Set Y?

5. Does Set z Set x?

6. Does Set Z Set Y?

R (6, 10, 8)

7. Does Set R 3et S?

8. Does Set T Set R?

9. Does Set T Set 8?

Exercise Set 4

B (5, 4, 7) C (7, 40 5)

b, k, a) Z co t, a)

S (100 7, 8)

12
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Hers ars some sets: (Use these to answer questions 10, 11, 12,

154
A (3, 5, 7, 4, 2)

B 3, 4, 5, 6)

C (2, 3, 4, 5, 7)

D . (6, 5, 4, 3, 2)

m (5, 3, 7, 20 4)

F 0 (2, 4, 6, 3, 5)

10. Set A is equal to what sets?

11. Set C is equal to what sets?

12. Are Set C, Set E, and Set A equal sets?

13. Which sets are equal to Set D?

14. X (t, s, r, d).

1

Think of a set that has the same number of members as Set X
but is not equal to Set X.

Call it Set Z.

Copy,and finish: Z m ( ).

(30 70 9, 5).

Set E is the set of all odd numbers less than 10.

Which is correct? Set B a Set E or Set B )i Set E.

16. Set A is the set of all whole numbers greater than 5 but

less than 10.

Set B ls equal to Set A.

Name the members of Set B.

CI

13



17 .

fildoh in Correct? Set D Sot E or Set D Set E.

14



'THE UNION OF SETS

John took a hike with his mother and father.

John kept a record of the different birds his mother saw.

He kept a record of the different birds his father saw.

Set A is the set of different
birds John's mother saw.

Set B is the set of different
birds John's father saw.

[robin crow sparrow

Set A

1

hawk bluelay
wren eagle

Set B

To find all the different birds John's parents saw, we put Set A

and Set B together. Our set is now

[robin, crow, sparrow, hawk, wren, bluejay, eagle]

This set is the union of Set A and Set B.

We write:

AUB am (robin, crow, sparrow, hawk, wren, bluejay, eagle)

We read AUB: the unlon of Set A and Set B.

Your class chose some committees for a party.

The committee to select the games was Set G.

The committee to buy the prizes was Set P.

0 = (John, James, Helen, Susan)

P = (John, Irene, Phyllis, Samuel)

The two committees met together. What pupils attended the

meeting?

OUP - (John, James, Helen, Susan, Irene, Phyllis, amuel)

.15



The picture at the right shows rooms

in Janes school.
SET C

[ 101 I 102 1 103 1 104

Rooms 101, 102, 103, 104 have windows
106

along one side of the building.

Rooms 104, 105, 106, 107, 108 have windows

along another side of the building.

C = (101, 102, 103, 104)

D = (104, 105, 106, 107, 108)

107

We write: CUD = (101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108)

We read: The union of Set C and Set D is the set whose members

are 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108.

Eddie is learning to play the trumpet and the piano.

His practice schedule looks like this.

'Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday, Friday Saturday

,

TRUMPET TRUMPET TRUMPET TRUMPET

PIANO PIANO PIANO PIANO

Set T is the set of days that Eddie practices the trumpet.

Set P is the set of days that Eddie practices the piano.

T = (Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday)

P = (Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday)

The union of Set T and Set P is the set of days in the week when

Eddie practices the trumpet or the piano or both.

We write:

TUP = (Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday)

16



Izercise\ Set

1. A = (cat, dog, cow, horse)

B (duck, horse, pig)

Which one of these sets is the union of Set A and Set BM

X = (cat, cow, dog, duck, horse, pig)

Y (cow, horse, duck, horse, pig)

= (cat, dog, cow, hen, duck, horse, pig)

Answer. Set X is the union of Set A and Set B. We write

ALA X

2. R = (10, 20, 30, 40, 50)

S = (6o, io, 80, 90, 100)

Which one of these sts is the union of Set R and Set S?

M = (70, 90, 1100 130, 150)

N (100, 90, 80, 70, 60, 50, 40, 30, 20, 10)

Copy and finish: ALA =

O . (a, t, z, r, ml J)

H = q, x, t)

Which one of these sets is the union of Set 0 and Set H?

M = (q, e, 111,

N = (a, to z, r, m, J, q, r, z, t)

L se (a, J, m, q, r, t, z)

Copy and finish: OLP 01

1 7



4. J gp (white, bluel

K = (red, blue)

Copy and finish: JUK =

V = (18, 210 24)

W u (15, 18, 21, 240 27)

Copy and finish: VUW =

64 N (5,0, a, p)

0 = (w, a, t, e, r)

Copy and finish: NUO =

7. Set F is the set of odd numbers beiween 6 and 12. Copy and

finish: P =

Set Q is the set of odd numbers leiss than 7. Copy and

finish: Q = and POI =

8. Set R is the set of even numbeis latween 90 and 100. Copy and

finish: R

Set S is the set of whole,numbers greater than 94 and less

than 96.

Copy and flinish: S = and RUS =

9. Set T is the set of wOole numbers between 65 and 66. Copy

and finish: T =

Set W is the set of whole numbers larger than 9 and less

than 11. Copy and 4'inish: W and TUW =

10. Set X is the set f counting numbers between 25 and 30. Copy

and finish: X =

Set Y is the set/ of even numbers between 25 and 31. Copy and

finish: Y = / and XUY =

18



THE INTERSECTION OF SETS

Look at the picture at the right.

!Ain Street and Central Avenue cross

each other. A part of one street is

also a part of the other street.

It has been shaded in the picture.

rhis part belongs to both streets.

It is the intersection of the two streets.

a ale
4/ dr Al. JOaAill,

0,41,WaraMarsaresail.%-
at.. II=

Look at these two sets:

iAlice

Betty

Ken

Sue

Tom

Set A

Ellen

Ken

Joe

Sue

Wendy

Set B

Some children are members of both sets.

The children who are members of both sets are Ken and Sue,

This set may be written (Ken, Sue).

This set is called the intersection of Set A and Set B.

We write: ArIB fKen, Sue).

'We read Ar1111: the intersection of Set A and Set B.

The Symbol rl means "the intersection of."

19



Here are some more sets:

Set X is the set of numbers we use when we count by fives,

starting with 5 and ending with 30.

X = (5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30)

Set Y is the set of numbers we use when we count by tens,

starting with 10 and ending with 50.

(10, 20# 30, 40, 50)

The numbers that are members of both Bets X and V are 10,

20, and 30.

The intersection of Set X and Set V is the set (10, 20, 30).

We write: XnY = (10, 20, 30).

J (0, 2 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16)

K B (1, 3, 5, 7 9, 11, 13, 15)

Set J is the set of even numbers less than 17.

Set K is the set of odd numbers leas than 17.

There are no numbera that are members of both Set J and

Set K.

The intersection of Set J and Set K is the set ( ).

We write:. JnK = C ).

20



Exercise Set 6

1. A = (car, train, taxi, boat).

B = (wagon, boat, airplane, train, bicycle).

Which one of these sets is the intersection of Set A and Set B?

M = (car, taxi, wagoh, airplane, bicycle)

R * (boat, train)

S m ( )

Answev. Set R is the intersection of Set A and Set B. We

write AnB,* R.

2. D (13, 17, 19, 233

E * (9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 18, 21)

Which one of these sets is the intersection of Set D and Set E?

P * (13, 17, 19, 23, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21)

Q (9, 11, 15, 19, 21)

R * (17, 13)

Copy and finish: Dr)E

3. 0 - (d, x, p, r, qi m)

H a (t, b, a, n, a)

Which one of these sets is the intersection of Set G and Set R?

- (a b, d, n, p. q, r. s, t, x)

J * (d, b p q, n, m)

K ( )

Copy and finish: ON *

2 1



4. J m (dress, shoeo.hato coat)

m (shoe, cap, *oat, dress)

Copy and finish: Jill( m

5. L (go ro ao no d)

m (po i, ao no o)

Copy and finish: Lnm

6. N m (73o 59, 8, 81, 63)

O m (104, 49, 73, 58, 18, 951

Copy and ilnish: mno

7. Set P is the set of wnole numbers leas than 7.

Copy and finish: P

Set Q is the set of whole numbers between 5 and 12.

Copy end finish: Q

Copy and finish: Inca m

and

Set R is the set of whole numbers larger than 38 and less

than 44.

Copy and finish; R m

Set S is the set of numbers between 36 and 46 that are not

even numbers.

Copy and finish; $ m

Copy and finish: Rns

"us .

22



SUPPLEMENTARY PRACTICE EXERCISES

THINUNO ABOUT SETS -- Exercise Set 2:

Write the members of each of these sets.

. The set of even numbers less than 12.

The set of countIng numberi less than 20 and larger than 10.

3. The set of odd numbers between 10 and 20.

4. The set of whole numbers less than 17 and larger than 15.

5. Ttle set of numbers between 30 and 40 that are larger than 60.

6. How many members art there in the set of letters of our

alphabet?

7. He-e is a set: (TUesday, Thursday). Describe this set by

writing on your paper: This is a set of

8. Name two sets that have no members.

9. Make a picture of a set. Then describe the set by saying:

This is a set of:

1 . Describe this set in your own words:

A (5, 10, 15, 20, 25)

2 3



SETS WITHIN SETS -- Exercise Set 8

1. Draw a picture to show that the set of dimes is a set within

the set of United States coins.

2. 'A (1,-2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10)

Set B the set of all counting numbers.

Draw a picture to show that Set A is a set within Set B.

Make up one subset (set within a set) for each of the

following:

3. (a, b, c, d, e, f)

4. (Ford, Chevrolet, Plymouth, Rambler, Cadillac)

5. (The set of holidays in a year)

6. Write the set of vowels. Call this set Set A. Now write a

subset of Set A.

7. Set C the set of all states in the United States.

Write a subset of Set C.

8. Set X in the set of dimes. We can say Set X is a set within

the set of all

Set Y the set of counting numbers.

s' (3, 8, 15, 93, 173)

Set Z is a of Set Y.

10. Set C is the set of all odd numbers. Make up a subset of

Set C.

2 is
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MAL SETS Awl= Exercise Set

1. A (90 4, 3) B (4, 3, 9) Does Set A Set B?

2. -M (10, 11, 12) N (10, 11, 13)

Does Set- M is Set N?

3. X . (dog, cat, mouse) Y (mouse, cat, horse, dog)

Does Set X equal Set Ye?

4. Set D is the set of whole numbers greater than 7 and less

than 12. Set E is equal to Set D. Name the members of

Set E.

Here are some sets: F (2,

(4,

H (8,

. (8,

L (4,

m (6,

5. Set F is equal to what sets?

4, 6, 8)

2, 8, 6)

6, 1, 4)

6, 1, 2)

8, 6, 1)

2, 8, 4)

6. Are Set H and Set L equal sets?

7. Which sets art equal to Set X?

8. A . (2, 4, 6, 8) Set B is the set of all even numbers less

than 20. Which is correct? Set A Set B or Set A # Set B?

9. Make up a set. Call this set Set X. Now make up a set that

is equal to Set X.

25



O. Set J is the set of the first five letters of the alphabet.

Set IC is the set of the last five letters of the alphabet.

Does Set J = Set K?

2 6



THE UNION OF SETS Exercise Set 10

1. A mg (1, 2, 3 4) B (5, 6, 7, 8)

The union of Set A and Set B is the set:

2. .0 (c, a, n, d, y)

Copy and finish: CUD =

D = (c, o, k, e)

3. E = (5, 10, 150 20, 25) F = (30, 351 40, 45)

Which one of these sets is the union of Set E and Set F?

M = (10, 20, 25, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70)

N = (45, 40, 35, 30, 25, 20, 15, 10, 5)

4. H = (2, 4, 6, 8, 10) J = (3, 6, 12)

Write the members of the union of Set H and Set J.

5. Set K is the set of odd numbers between 10 and 20.

Set L is the set of even numbers between 10 and 20.

Copy and finish: KUL =

6. Set R is the set of whole numbers between 47 and 48.

Set S is the set of whole numbers larger than 15 and less

-*than 17.

Copy and finish: RUS =

7. X = (B, E) Y (A, 0, C, E)

Copy and finish: XUY
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Set W is the union of Set T and Set V. Write the members of

Set W.

9. C (1, 6, 7, 8, 3) D (2, 6, 7, 8, 1)

Set E is the union of Set C and Set D. Write the members of

Set E.

10. Set M is the set of whole numbers between 20 and 21. Set N

is the set of even numbers between 6 and 8. Copy and

finish: MUN

11. A (9, 18, 27, 36) Set P has 5 members.

AUB (3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 27, 36)

AnB (9)

B
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THE INTERSECTION OF SETS -- Exercise Set 11

1. A a (1, 2, 3, 4, 53 a = (2, 4, 6, 8, 1)

Which one of these sets is the intersection of Set A

and Set H?

M (50 60 1, 2)

N a (1, 2, 4)

S (1, 4;6)

2. C e, o, u) D = (a, cif dO e)

Set E the intersection of Set C and Set D. Write the

members of Set E.

3. R (50 100 15, 200 25) S = (10, 20, 30, 40)

Set T is the intersection of Set R and Set S. Write the

members of Set T.

4. Set X is the set of the first five counting numbers. Set Y

is the set of odd numbers between 4 and 12. Set Z is the

intersection of Set X and Set Y. Write the members of Set Z.

5. K (dogs, cats, mice) L = (pigs, dogs, cats, mice)

M = (horses, cows, dogs)

Copy and finish:

6. H = (s u, d, y)

Copy and finish: HrIT
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T. A . (desk, chair, pencil)

C (book, tablet, desk)

Copy and finish:

C

AriB

Bnc

CuA

CuB

BuA

B . (eraser, chalk, chair)

8. .7 (12, 18, 24, 30). Set K has two members. One member

is 6. Krti - 18. Copy and finish: K

9. Sat R is the set of counting numbers less than 6. Copy

and finish: R

Set S is the set of counting numbers bccweom 5 and 11.

Copy and finish: S

Copy and finish:

10. Set P is the set of all even numbers between 1 and 7.

Set Q is the set of all odd numbers between 1 and 7.

Copy and finish:

30
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Chapter 5

SETS OF POINTS

, LEARNING ABOUT SPACE

We are living in the space age. Man has already traveled in

space and more space exploration will be done.

Suppose we were to plan a trip to Mars. Our space shlp will

have to follow a path which leads to Mars. Mars is moving all the

time. To reach it, we must know its location in space, its speed

in space, and its direction of travel.

The study of space and location is part of mathematics. This

part of mathematics is called Feometry. The things that we have

been learning about the number system and about addition and

subtraction belong to the part of mathematics called arithmetic.

To study geometry we need good imaginations. We make models,

and draw pictures to help us learn about things we cannot see.

But our imaginations must help us too. Is your "imaginer" ready?

Geometry is not new. Thousands of years ago the Egyptians

and Babylonians used ideas from geometry. It helped them to plan

3 1



pyramids, lay out their fields, and study about the moon, stars,

and planets.

r.)

The first geometry book Was written about 2200 years ago.

It had most of the ideas we still use in studying about space.

However, many new ideas about geometry are still being discoiered.

Maybe you will be one to discover a new idea.

At first "geometry" meant "earth measure." But now geometry

_also uses ideas which do not involve measurements. In this unit

called Sets of Points we are going to study some of these ideas.

We know that a "set" is a collection of things. Can you

guess what a set of "points" would be? First you would need to

know what a "point" is. In this unit we will learn about points,

space, curves, line ,segments, 1211, circles, polygons, and angles.
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POINTS

What is a point? Is it the end of

;

sharp pencil? Is it the .

end of a needle? Is it the dot a pencil makes? Let's see what

"point" means in geometry.

0.

Working Together

1. Use your sharpest pencll to make dot near the center of

a sheet of paper. Now make a dot with a cr yon. Next make a dc,t

with a dull pencil. Do these dots look ali e? In what way are

they different? In what way are they the sal\le?

2. Which of,these maps of Colorado bestshows the location

of the state capital? Why?

Denver.

COLORADO

(a)

Denver.

COLORADO

(b)

The dots you made in the first example and the dots in the

maps of Colorado are attempts to show an exact location. The.

small dot marks the location more exactly. In geometry we often

let a small dot represent a point,. However, the dot is not the

zAnt any more than a picture of a cow is a cow.
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A point in isometry means an exact location in !mt. Can

you imaiine something so am41,that you cannot see it? A point is

eo mall it has no size At all:,

Unless you havz a.mitroscope, you cannot see a germ. However,

a germ covers many poinps as wi thinirof them. .if you were going

to mark on a sheet of paper the locations covered by one germ, you

would need'a very shaip pancil. The dot made with the pencil

would cover all these locations.

A very small dot.is used to represent or stand for a point

although a point is.smaller than any dot which can be made.

3. Hold your penoil wtth its tip above your desk as in the

drawing.

Could the sharpened tip of the pencil show a point? Move

your pencil to another part of your desk. Does the tip now show

a different point? Points do not move. They always stay in the

same location.
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In geometry we usually name pictures of points with capital

letters like this:

A .
13 C.

The points represented by A, B, and C. can be called a "set of

points." We will learn many interesting things about sets of

points.

4. Describe a set of three points in your classroom.

5. Describe a set of two points in your classroom.

6. Describe a set of eight points in yourclassroam.
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Exercise Set 1

1. Which of thEse is the best representation of a point?

B. CO_ Do

2. On your paper mark a set of five points using small dots.

Label these pictures'of points using the first five letters

of the alphabet.

3. Write the ',letter of the best answer.

A dot made with a pencil covers

a) one point

b) one hundred points
C.-

c) several points

d) more points than can be counted

4. Which of these best describes a point?

a) a mark made with a pencil

b) a very very 3mall dot

c; an exact location in space

d) a dot



SPACE

What is space? Is it air? Is it an empty place? Is it the

distance from Earth to Mars? It is not any of these as we think

of "space" in geometry.

Here are some examples of things which occupy sets of points

in space:

The eraser on your pencil

The door to your classroom

Your little finger

Working Together

I. Now can you guess what "space" is? Which answer would

you choose?

(a) Space is something hollow.

(b) Space is an object like a door or a finger.

(c) Space is the set of all the exact locations everrthere.

If you chose answer (c) you were correct. Space is the set

of all points.

This means all exact locations everywhere. All the locations

on the head of a pin, in your home, in your city and the sky above,

in your country, in the world, and in the entire universe are

points in space.
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Space as we now picture it ievrobably very different from

the idea you had. Any object you can think of covers or occupies

lots of points of space. For example, a ball, a block of wood, a

room, a building, the earth are all occupying parts of space.

2. Must a part of space be filled with air only?

3. Does a block of wood contain one point of space, a

thousand points of space, or more points of space than can be

counted?

4. Place a cup on e. desk. It represents many points.

Move the cup to some other place. Does it now represent the

same set of points as befOre?

5. Place a block of wood on a desk. It represents many

points. Move it to some other place. Does it now represent

the same set of points as before?
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Exercise Set 2

Write the letter of the right answer.

1. Which of these best tells what space iz?

a) Space is all empty places.

b) Space is a set of points.

c) Space is the set of all points

d) Space is the air around the earth.

2. In a truck load of grains there are

a) just as many points as there are grains.

b) more points than there are grains.

Which ones of these represent a part of space?

a) A mark you make on your paper.

b) The idea of truth.

c) Your teacher.

d) A tree.

e) The idea of beauty.

f) The crease in a piece of paper.
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CURVES

Working Together

1. Use two small bits of paper to mark two pointss on your

desk. Trace with your finger to show ways you could go from one

point to the other. How many different paths could you follow in

going from one point to the other? Can you trace the most direct

1 - way to go from one point to the other?

2. There are many ways of going from A to B. We see a

picture of two ways.

At,

Mark two points on a sheet of paper. Label them A and B.

Show 5 ways of going from A to B on your paper. We do not

have to stay on the paper. Think how you can go from A to B

and touch the paper only at the dots.

In going from one point to another, you have traced a curve

with the tip of your finger or with your pencil. We think of a

curve as a set of points. It is all the different locations your

finger tip or pencil passes through in going from one point to

another.
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3. Let us think a little more about curves between two

points. Suppose we use a piece of string tied to two pencils at

the eraser ends to help us. We can let the erasers of the pencils

mark two locations Let us locate these points as far apart as

the string will let us put our pencils. Does the string show the

most direct path?

This direct path is a way of showing a special type of

curve. We call it a line segment. Put dots On this string

using chalk, pencil, or a pen. These dots mark points for

us. We think of a line segment as a set of joints. It is

the set of all the points.we have marked and all other points

on.our tightly stretched string. It also contains the two

points represented by the erasers. We can show line segments

in other ways.



4. Mark on a block of wood the points A and 13 as shown

in the picture.

Draw two curves on the bl.ock from point A to point B

using two colors of crayon.

Did either curve you drew contain any line segments?

One excellent way tc. show a line segment 1.-:; to draw a

picture of one with a ruler and pencil. On your paper draw a

segment connecting the two dot!: al, shown in the figure below. We

shall represent a line segment in this way.

We name this "line segment AB." A short way to write "the

line segment AB" is leg. rg means line segment AB. The line

segment ends at points A and B. Therefore points A and B

are called endpoints.



5. Think of the corner of your classroom as representing a

point. What three things suggest line segments with this point

as one endpoint?

6. Name all the line segments you see represented in this

figure with endpoints in the set of points (A, B, C).

7. Mark a pointron_your paper. Call it point A. How many

different line segments can you draw with A as an endpoint?

8. Give some examples of representation of line segments

suggested by objects in your classroom.

9. Does your state have line segments as a part of its

boundary?

10. Mark a point on your paper. Would you call your mark a

line segment?

I/. Marx something like this

paper. Is it a line segment?

on your

12. mark something on your paper which does not repitsent a

line segment.
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Exercise Set 3

1. Mark two points on your paper as is shown here.

A

Draw three different curves from A to B.

,Write the letter of the best answer.

Each curve between these two points A and B goes through:

a) one point

b) three points

lany points

d) more points than can be counted.

2. The zet of points (A, B) is marked below. Copy this set on

your paper. Draw as many line segments as possible having

both endpointz in this set. How many are there?

A.
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3. Copy the set of points (A, B, C) on your paper. Draw all

the line segments having both endpoints in (A, B, C). How

many line segments are there?

A

B

C

Copy the set of points (A, 13, C, D) on your paper. How

many line segments can you draw, each having two of the

points named as endpoints? Be sure to draw all the line

segments. Name the line segments you drew.

A.

45
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. Name all the line segments you see in this figure. Bothg

endpoints must be in the set, (A, B, C).

A
alwatmal

6. Nark a point on your paper and label it A as shown below.

Dray: pictures of two line segments having A as an endpoint.

A

7. Mark a point on your paper and label it P. Draw pictures of

tnree line segment:, having P as an endpoint.

-'Complete these statements on your sheet of paper.

X

a) This is a picture of a

b) We write its name
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LINES

Working Together

1. On your paper use a ruler to draw a line segment like

A110
Draw a longer line segment which contains point A and point B

by extending rz in both directions. Label thb endpoints of this

segment with the letters C and D. Does your drawing look

something like this?

Is n contained in en

A

2. Draw an even longer line segment which contains points

A and B by extending r5 in both directions. Label the

endpoints of this segment with the letters E and F. Your

drawing might now look like this:

Is Xt contained in 1114?
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If you hid a larger piece of paper and a longer

ruler, you could draw a still longer line segment which

would contain paint A and point B. Think how this

line segment would look if y8U were to draw longer and

longer segments which contain points A and B.

Can you imagine how your drawing would look if it

were extended without end? This is what we think of

when we think of line. A line has no endpoints. It

contains line segments of longer and longer length.

3. Below is a picture of a line.

The arrows are used to show that it goes on and on in

both directions without end. Only part of the line can

be pictured on'this page. We can call the line pictured,
4'4

line AB. A snort way of writing line AB is AB.

Both A and .B name points on the :Line. We know C

and D name other points on the line. We could also call

this line, line CD, or line AC, or line AD.

Line AB is the same as line BA. What other

names can this line have? Use just the points named.
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4. Here is'a picture of 13% Mo Po Lo and Ro

name other points of this line segment.

Copy itg and its labeled points..

a) Draw a line segment which pictures still more of

the line PS and also includes line segment KS. Can

you draw a complete picture of the line PL?

b) Draw a picture of a line AB. On your paper show

a short way of writing line AB.

Remember that a line segment is a set of many

points and a line also is a set of many points.

5. Follow these instructions carefully.

a) Mark a point on your paper and label it A. Draw

one line through point A.

b) Now draw a different line through point A.

c) Next draw three more different lipes through point A.

d) Mark one point different from point A on each of

the lines you have drawn. Label the point.; with the

letters Bo Co Do Eo F.

e) Can we draw more lines through point A?
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f) Which is the correct ending to the sentence below.

Through point A we can draw:

one line,

more lines than you can count.

g) Describe the position of a line segment through A

which is not on your sheet of paper.

6. On your paper mark two points, A and B.

a) How many line segments can you draw with endpoints

A and B?

b) How many line segments can you draw which pass through

both A and B?

c) How many lines are there that contain both A and B1

7. Below we have represented a line and three points

of the line.

44.
Shall we label this line AB or AC?

In problem 6 we saw that with a ruler and a pencil

only one line could be drawn through points A and B.

Prom now on think of this statement as a fact; there is

exactly one line that can be drawn through the two points

A and B.
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Working Together

1. Use a ruler to draw a line segment AB on your

paper.

Mow suppose we make longer and longer line segments

but always keep A as orge of the endpoints, as,

A

A---- B C

Than suppose we do no t. have a second endpoint, as in the

picture below.

A

This gives us an idea for what is called a m.

We can show a picture of only part of a ray on this

page. We can name this ray, ray AB. Both A and B

name points of the ray.
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A ray has one endpoint. A is the name of the

endpoint of the ray. A short way of writing ray AB

. is AB. The endpoint is named first.

This is a picture of ray BA. What is its endpoint?

A.

Ray BA is not the qame as ray AB. Can you tell why?
-.-411"

The endpoint of BA -is B. What is the endpoint of AB?

We can say that a is the union of the endpoint

and all points on a line in one direction from this

point.

For example, look at the line represented below and

the point on it labeled A. One ray is represented by

the solid part of the line. The other ray is represented

by the dotted part of the line. The point A belongs to

both rays represented and is called the endpoint of either

ray.
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A ray is always part of a line. A set of rays is

nicely represented by a beam of light from a flashlight.

Each starts at the flashlight and extends in one

direction without end.

2. A-11 is represented below

a) Is AC another name for this ray?

b) Is iB another name for this ray?

c) Is the ray gi represented?

d) Is the ray gh represented?

A

Exercise Set 4

1. a, On your paper copy points F and E.

eF

Draw a picture of line segment FE.

b) Mark two points on your paper and name them 0

and H. Drag a picture of the line through 0

and H.

0) Draw a picture of a ray. Name it XL.

d) Write the symbol for line segment FE; for line

OH; for ray XL.

e) What is the endpoint of la?

f) Is the same ray as Ek? Why?
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2. Let A be the name of a point of the line below.

How many rays which are part of this line can have

A as an endpoint?

3. Draw a picture of a line on your paper. Let A be

a point of this line.

Choose a point of the line different from A

in one direction and label it B.

b) Choose another point of the line in the other

direction from A and label it C.

c) Name two rays with endpoint A which are part

of this line.

d) Are 'there any more rays on this line which have

A as an endpoint?

J. Label a point on your paper as A.

a) Draw one ray with endpoint A.

b) Draw another ray with endpoint A.

c) Draw four nore rays with endpoint A.

d) How many rays could there be.with A as endpoint?
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.0n your paper draw a ray. label it Igt What is its

endpoint? How many raTs are there with endpoint A that

contain point B?

6. On your paper draw a ray with endpoint A.

a) Choose a point on the ray different from A and

label it B.

b) Is AB contained in ig?

c) BON many seiments could there be on AB which have

A as endpoint?

7. Mark two points on your paper and label them R

and S.

eS

Re

a) How many lines can you draw which contain point R?

b) How many lines can you draw which contain point S?

c) How many lines can you draw which contain both

R and S?

Which is the correct ending?

8. A line has

a) exactly 1 endpoint.

b) 2 endpoints.

c) no endpoints.

9. A ray has

a) exactly 1 endpoint.

b) 2 endpoints.

c) nO endpoints.

10. A line segment has

a) exactly 1 endpoint.

b) 2 endpoints.

c) no endpoints.
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PLANES

Working Together

l. Can you find some flat surfaces in your

classroom? Name as many as you can.

Do you know the geometric name for a set of

points suggested by a flat surface? It is paane.

Each flat surface you have named represents part

Sit a Riau..

2. Put your finger on a point on the top of

your desk. Now put it on a different point. How

many different points can you find on the flat top

of your desk? How many points do you think there

are in a plane?
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3. Put your finger at a point above the top

of your desk, then at a point below the top of

your desk. Are there many points which are not

in the plane represented by the top of your desk?

From now on we shall think of a ma of a

plane as a set Of points in space. It is the

kind of set suggested by all points on a flat

table top, or on a wall, or on the floor. A

piece of paper lying flat on your desk also

suggests a part of a plane.

4. To get a better idea of what we mean by

a plane, follow these directions.

a) See the picture of the figure below. Draw

one like it near the center of a piece of

paper.

5 7
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b) Trace the figure with a (red) crayon. Color the

part of the plane inside of the figure the same color.

Oive this colored part the name A. Is this colored

region a picture of part of a plane?

a) Draw a bigger figure which encloses the colored

region.

A. Color the larger figure and its inside (red) also.

Name this new colored region, B.

Does the new colored region picture a part of the same

plane as A?

Does colored region A or colored region B picture

more of this plane?

d) Draw a third figure which encloses the colored

region B. Color this figure and its inside (red). Name

this new colored region, C.

Does this new colored region picture a part of the same

plane that A did?

Does colored region A or colored region B or colored

region C picture more of this plane?

e) Can you draw a picture of the complete plane

suggested by regions Ao Bo and C?.
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As we think of a line containing longer and longer

-segments s, shall we think of a whole plane, as containing

larger and larger flat surfaces, Imagine your table top

growing larger and larger on all sides. You would then

have a table top upon which you could walk as far as you

wished in any direction.

5. Does the set of points represented by the table

top move when the table is moved?

6. Name some other objects which represent parts

of planes.

7. Is there more than one plane in space?

We shall often use a sheet of paper placed on a

'flat table or desk top to represent a part of a plane.

The table top itself may be thought of as containing

even more points of this same plane.
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EXercise Set 5

1. Does a plane as we shall think of it contain one

point or more points than can be counted?

2. Take a sheet of paper. Think of it as part of a

plane. Is it possible to draw more than one line

in this plane?

If sos draw two lines.

Now draw three more lines.

Draw ten more lines.

3. Does a plane cohtain one lines two lines, or more

lines than can be counted?

4. Think of the top of your desk as a part of a plane.

Describe the locatior of a point not on this plane.

Describe th t. location of a line not on this plane.

5. Does a plane contain all points of space?

6. Does a plane contain some lines but not all lines

in space?

7. Take a sheet of paper. Think of it as part of a plane.

Describe a line which is not on this plane. Draw a

ray which is on the plane. Describe a ray which is

not on this plane.

8. If the endpoint of a ray is not on a certain plane, is

the ray on that plane?
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If the endpoint of a rsy is on a certain plane, then

must th ray be on that plane?

10. If two points of a ray are on the planes then must the

ray be on the plane?
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LINES AND PLANES

Working Together

Let us think about a line and a plane. Suppose the

line has two of Its points in the plane. For example,

look at the points A and B represented on this page.

The page zuggests part of a plane which contains A and B.

A

1. Answer these questions carefully.

a) How many lines contain both points A and B?

b) Are all of the points of AB contained in a plane

which contains A and B? A

c) Think of a third point in

, the plane and label it C.

fro
Draw line CA. Is CA in the

plane?

d) Draw line CB. Is a; in the plane?

C.

Suppose we have two points, A and B. Suppose

we have a plane called E. If point A is in plane E

and point B iz in plane E, then the entire line AB

is in plane E.

2. Which is-the correct ending:

A line with two of its points contained in a plane

a) has some, but not all, of its points contained in that

planes

b) has all of its points contained in that plane.
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3. Can there be more than one plane containing

two points? If there is more than one plane, give an

example. Remember there is just one line containing

these two points.

4 Fold a piece of paper in half. We think of

the crease as h line segment. Stand the folded paper

on your desk so that the crease does ncit touch it.

The paper makes a tent.

Crease

Does this suggest parts of two planes which contain

the line segment represented by the crease? If so, show

them.

5. Oive an example of two points and three planes

passing through them.

6. Open a thin book so that you see the pages as in the

figure below. The spine of the book suggests a segment.

Name it 13.
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a) What does each page,suggest?,

b) Nes each page pass through the spine tof the book?

7. Choose two points in space. Now how many

planes do you think contain the same two points?

8. Choose a line segment in space. How many

planes do you think contain this line segment?

9. Choose a line in space. How miny planes do

you .think contain this line?

10. Which is the correct ending?

a) Two points in space are contained in

1) only one plane.

' 2) many, many planes, but we could count them.

3) more planes than can be counted.

b) A line segment is contained in

1) only one plane.

2) many, many planes, but we could count them.

3) more planes than can be counted.

c) A line is contained in

1) only one plane.

2) many, many planes, but we could count them.

3) more planes than can be counted.
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11. Vie are now going to make a very important

observation. Hold a piece of cardboard at the middle

of the side edges by the thumb and middle finger as

shown below.

Without moving the thumb and middle finger we are

able to use our other-hand to rotate the cardboard to-
many positions showing many planes through AB.

a) %Now rotate the cardboard until it touches the tip of

your index finger. Think of the tip of this finger as

point C.

The card now represents a plane passing through the

points A, Bo and C.

Does there seem to be another plane passing through

points A, Bo and C?

This suggests that through tnree points not on a

line there passes just one plane. We shall think of

this as a geometric fact.
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a) Think of a door representing part of a plane and the

hinges representing two points. As the door swings open,

does it suggest many planes through these points?

Now hold a finger tip against the door. Your finger

tip represents a third point which holds the door open in

one position.

This again suggests that through three points not on a

line there passes just one plane.

12. Review

a) A plane eontains more points and more lines than can

be counted.

b) 1r two points of a line are contained in a plane, the

whole line is contained in the plane.

c) Through two points there passes more planes than can

be counted.

d) Through three points not on a line there passes one

and only one plane.
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INTERSECTIONS OF LINES AND PLANES

Working Together

Do you recall what we mean by the intersection of

two sets?

1. Set A = (2, 3, 5, 9) Set B = (ls 2, 3, 4 9)

The intersection of A ,and B is ( ).

2. Set R = (Ms As Rs Y) Set S = (Cs As Ns Ds 1)

xne intersection of R and S is (

The union of R and S is ( )

)

3. Set E = (5, 6, 7, 8) Set F = (90 100 310 12)

The intersection of E and F is ( ).

The union of E and F is ( )

You know that a line is a set of points and a plane

is a set of points. Let us find the intersection of two

lines.

Look at the points named on the lines in the picture

below. A

4-10 04
4, what points of AC are labeled? Of MI?

Is there any point that is nn both lines?

6. What is the intersection of AC and EO?

What is the intersection of BA and 34?

What is the intersection of g and 51?
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7. How many points are in the intersection of 73

and II?

8. Can you hold two pencils to represent lines so

that no point is on both lines? Can you do this in more

than one way?

9. Use a card to represent a plane and a pencil to

represent a line. Can you hold them to make their

intersection

a) one point?

b) no points?

c) just two points?

d) many points?

10. Use two cards to represent two planes. Can you

hold them so the intersection of the planes they represent

is

a) just one point?

b) just two points?

c) more than two points?

d) no points?
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11. Which of these pictures show that:

a) the intersection of a line and a plane is one point?

b) the intersection of a line and a plane is a line?

c) the intersection of two planes is a line?

d) the intersection of two lines is a point?

e) the intersection of two lines is the empty set?

(3)

6

allt
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Exercise Set 6

1. Mark a point on your paper and label it A. Draw

two different lines through A.

What is the intersection of the two lines?

2. Mark two different points on your paper and call

them B and C. Can you draw two different lines,

both through B. and C? Can you draw one line

through both B and C?

3. What word will make this a true.sentence?

If two different lines in a plane cross, their

intersection is point.

4. Can you draw a picture to represent two lines whose

intersection seems to be the empty set? If so, draw

it.

Look at the walls, floor, and ceiling of your

classroom. Which represent pairs of planes which

cross?

a) the side wall and front.wall

b) the floor and ceiling

c) the back wall and front wall

d) the front wall and ceiling
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Which of the walls, floor, and ceiling represent

planes which do not cross?

a) the floor and side wall

b) the floor and ceiling

c) the back wall and front wall

d) the front wall and ceiling

7. Imagine you have folded a sheet of paper and opened

it to form a tent as we did before. Does Cie folded

sheet suggest two intersecting planes? What is the

intersection in this case?

Complete this sentence. Two intersecting planes in

space intersect in a

I 9. -If three different points of a line are in a plane,

what can you say about the line and the plane?

10. Review

We have learned the following facts.

a) If two different lines in a plane cross, their

intersection is one point.

b) If two different planes in apace cross, their

intersection is one line.

c) If a line and a plane cross, the intersection

is either one point or the entire line.
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6

SIMPLE CLOSED CURVES

Working Tbgether

In the section on curves, we drew a path from a

point A to a point B. We called the set of points

the tip of the pencil passed through a curve.

A

1. Mark two points on your paper and.nake them T and

R. Draw on your paper a picture of a curve from T to R.

2. Mark two points F and H. Draw PM We also call

inT a curve.

3. a) Mark a point K. Draw a curve that

starts at K and comes back to K along a different

path. Could you draw the curve using line segments?

Since your curve begins and ends at the same point,

it is a closed curve.

b) Mark a different point on the curve that

contains K and call it M. Can you start at M and

trace the curve and come back to M? Did you trace

every point of the curve?
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4. Mark a point A and a point B. Draw a curve that

begins at A and passes through B and then comes back to

A without crossing itself.

Your curve through A and B is called a simple closed

curve. It starts at one point and comes back to this point

without intersecting itself. All the points of a simple

closed curve are in the same plane.

5. Mark a point C and a point D. Draw a curve that

starts at C and passes through D twice and then comes

back to C.

Your curve through C and D is not a simple closed

curve because it intersects itself at D.

6. The curve below does not intersect itself. Why

is it not a simple closed curve?

B

7. Is the figure below a simple closed curve? Whyl
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8. A frame around a picture suggests a simple

clOsed curve. Name some other things which suggest

simple closed curves.

Exercise Set-7

1. Draw a simple closed curve on your paper. Draw

it with a blue crayon. Color red Vie part of the

plane inside the curve. Color green the part of

the plane outside the curve. (Can you color all

of this plane?)

2. Tell which of the following are pictures of simple

closed curves.

B)

G)Q
F*)
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Which of the pictures are not simple closed curves?

b)

k) luffir

1)

4. Do the boundaries of most states on a map of the

United States represent simple closed curves?

5. Name one state whose boundary on the map of the United

States does not represent a simple closed curve. Name

another such state.

6. Is the figure below a simple closed curve?

Is it the union of simple closed curves? HOw NanY simPle

closed curves?
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7. iook at the curves in Xx. 3. 011/0 other names for

some of the simple closed curvs.

8. Did your curve for Ex. 4 and 5 of page look something

like this?

C:31E1
A C
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POLYGONS

Working Together .

1. Draw a simple closed curve which is the union of

a) three line segments. What is a name for your figure?

a) four line segments. What is a name for your figure?

c) five line segments. What is a name for your figure?

2. Can you draw a simple closed curve with two line

segments? Why?

A simple closed curve which is the union of line

segments is called a poly:son.

3. Which of these are pictures of simple closed curves?

Which are pictures of polygons?

f)
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4. Describe =MO line segmipts in your classroom

which form polygons.

A polygon which is the union of three line segments is

a, triangle.

A polygon.which is the union of four line segments is

a Quadrilateral.

5. Which of the pictures in EX. 3 are pictures of

triangles?.

6. Which of the pictur E. 3 are pictures of

quadrilaterals?

7. Mark three points on your p4er like these.

Draw no egg,

A

C.
B

a) Does the figure repreaent a polygon?

b) Does the figure represent a triangle?,

c) What words shotild complete,this sentence?

A triangle is made up of

segments and these line segments have

different endnintS.

18
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We'usually label the endpoints of the segments in a

triangle by eapital letters, such as, A, B, C, and

use the name or symbol &Alt. Another equally gopd

name is &BAC.

8. Can you give another name for the triangle?

Exercise Set 8

1. Draw a picture of a simple closed curve that is

the union of three ltne segments.

b) Label the endpoints-of the three line segments.

c) How many different endpoints are there?

d) What are two names for this kind of simple

tclosed curve?

2. a) nraw a picture of a simple closed curve that is

the urO_on of four line segment*5.

b) 1oel the endpoints of the four line segments.

How :r..ny endpoints are there?

c) What art two names for this kind of simple

closed curve?

3. a) Draw a pictuae of a simple clqsed curve that is

the union of five line segments.

b) What is a name for this kind of simple closed

curve?
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4. Loeate on your paper points like these below.

Draw 7;5, ITS, rff, and X.
D

O C

Which of these are names for this figure?.

a) simple closed curve

b) polygon

c) triangle

d) quadrilateral

6. Draw riff in your drawing for 4. How many

triangles do you see? Name them.

7. Now draw VD in the same figure. Mark the intersection

of 72 and MU. Label it E. How many triangles do

you see now? Name them.

Drew a set of points which is the Union of three line

sgments. Draw a closed curve which is the union

of three line segments. Can these drawings be different?

C4n these,drpwings be the same?
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9. Could a polygon have exactly 8,999 sides?

10'. Could a polygon be the union of two line segments and

part of the letter 0?

11. Is the letter 0 a polygon?

01.1
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CIRCLES

Worle,ng Together

1. Mark a point on your paper and label it A.

Mark another point two inches from point A.

2. Mark many other points which are two inches

from the point marked A.

3. Mark some more points which are two inches

from the point marked A. Be sure they are in all

directions from point A.

4. Do the points you marked suggest a simple

closed curve? (Do not use the point marked A.) If

not, mark some more points which are two inches from

A. Now draw a simple closed curve through these

points.

Jr
ma

.
rk some more.points on your drawing which

are also two inches from the point marked A

6. Are these new points on the picture of the

simple closed curve you drew? If not, change your

simple closed curve so that these new points will be

on it.

7. Does your drawing suggest a simple closed curve

which has a special name?

8 2



The name of the curve is circle.

A cirole cannot be accurately represented by drawing

with a pencil and a ruler. A compass is needed.

The easiest way to draw a circle with a compass is

to hold the top or the compass between your thumb and

index finger. If you press lightly, the compass will

work better for you. Presi slightly harder on the sharp

tip of the compass than you'do on the pencil part of the

compass.

When you start to draw a circle, do not lift the

compass from the paper until the circle is completed. Do

not forget to tilt the compass in the direction you are

drawing the circle.

Practice using your compass correctly.
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8. Directions for drawing a circle.

a) Mark a point on your paper and label it B. B will

not be part of the circle.

b) Set your compass so that the metal tip is two inches

from the pencil tip.

c) Put the metal tip on the point marked B. Now swing

the pencil point so that you draw a simple closed curve.

Do not let the distance between the pencil point and

metal point change while you are drawing.

You have drawn a picture of a circle.

The point marked B is called the center of the

circle. Point B is not part of the circle.

9. Mark two points of your circle. Label the

points C and D. Draw a picture of MU.

B marks the cer4er of the circle and C marks a

point on the circle.

nu is called a radius of the circle.

10. Draw a picture of M5 in your drawing. nr

also a radius of the circle. Why?

a) Can you draw another rarqus? If so, do. Call it MR.

b) Can you draw still another radius? If so, do.

c) How many radii does a circle have? (Radii is the

plural of radius.)
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11. Are the sentences below true? Use your picture

to help you decide.

a) A circle has all its points the same distance from a

point inside called the center.

b) B marks the center of this circle.

c) All the radii of a circle have the same length.

d) Mr is a radius of the circle.

e) MU and El are also radii of the circle.

Exercise Set 9

1. a) Mark a point on your paper and label it C.

Draw a circle Rith C as center.

b) Draw a radius of your circle.

c) Mark a point of your circle and label it D.

Draw M.

vr is a of the circle.

2. Look at this picture.

a) Name the center of the circle.

t) Name a radius of the circle.

c) What is true about the lengths of Wr and Xng?
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Mark two points about two inches apart. Call the

points A and B.

a) Draw a circle with the center at the point A.

b) Draw a different circle with point A as the

center.

c) Draw a third circle with point B as the center.

d) Draw a radius of each circle.

4. Mark two points R and S about two inches apart.

a) Draw a circle,with center at point R and

passing through point S.

b) Draw a circle with the center at S and passing

through R.

c) Is RN a radius of both :drcles?

5. Mark two points A and B on your paper.

a) Draw a circle with the center at A and

having 705 as a radius.

b) Draw three more radii of this circle.

Draw two different circles so that a radius of one

has the same length as a radius of the other.

7. Draw two different circles so that one has a radius

of different length from the other.

8. Draw two different circles with the same center.
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9. Trace the po:lts of (A, B, C) on your paper;

14

a) Draw tr.

b) Draw the circle with center at A and passing

through B.

c) Draw a circle with center at C and a radius

equal in length to the length of Mr.

d) Draw a radius of the circle you just made.

e) Is the length of this radius equal to the length

of AN?

10. Could the intersection of two circles be the empty

eet? Draw a figure to show your answer.

b) Could the intersection of two circles be a set with

exactly one point? Draw a figure to show your answer.

0 Could the intersection of two circles be a set which

has exactly two points? Draw a figure to show your

answer.
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11. a) Could*the intersection of a circle and a line be

the empty set? Draw a figure to ;show your answer.

b) Could the intersection of a circle and a line be

a set which has exactly one point? Draw a figure

to show your answer.

e) Could the intersection of a circle and a line be

a set whi h has exactlY two points? Draw a figure

to show your answer.

BRAINTWISTER

12. a) Could the intersection of two circles be a set

which has exactly three pointr?

b) Could the intersection of a circle and a line be

a aet which has exactly 3 points?
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REGIONS IN A PLANE

Working Together

1. Draw a picture of a triangle. Trace tne triangle

with a blue crayon.

2. Color the part of the plane inside the triangle

red. The set of points you coiored red is called the

interior of the triangle.

3. Color the part of the sheet outside the triangle

yellow. This :Jet of points which you colored yellow is

part of the exterior of the triangle.

The set of points of the triangle is not in the

interior and is not in the exterior of the triangle.

h. Use your gompass to draw a circle. Trace the

circle with a blue crayon.

5. Color the interior of 4-he circle red.

6. Color the exterior of the circle yellow.

7. Mark a point of the cirele. Label it A. Is

point A in the interior of the circle? Is A in the

exterior of the circle? Mark another point which is not

in the interior of the circle and is not in the exterior

of the circle.

8. Draw a '--riangle with blue crayon. Color the

interior of the tMangle blue also.

9. The part of the plane colored blue is the union

or tmo sets of point4. What two sets?

The union of a simple closed curve and its interior

is called a plane region,. The ens you colored blue is

called a trIarular reg4T..
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ftercise Set 10

1. a) Draw a triangle. Color the triangle and its

interior red.

b) What is.the name of the part of the plane w.ich

is red?

c) What is the name of the part of the plane which is

not red?

2. Draw a circle. Color the circle and its

interior blue.

What do you think should be the name of the part

of the plane which is blue?

c) What is the name of the part of the plane which is

not blue?

Look at the figure and the labeled points.

Which sentences are true?

E is: a) a point of the triangle.

o) a point of the interior of the triangle.

c) a point of the exteripr of the triangle.

d) a point of the triangular region.
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4. F is: a) a point of the triangle.

b) a point of the interior of the triangle.

c) a point of the exterior of the triangle.

d) a point of the triangular region.

5. 0 is: a) a point of the triangle.

b) a point of the ipterior of the triangle.

c) a point of the extei-lor or trle triangle.

d) a point of the triangular region.

A is: a) a point of the triangle.

b) a point of the interior of the triangle.

c) a point of the exterior of the triangle.

d) a point of the triangular reglon.

7. Mark a point A and a point B at least two inches

from A. Draw a circle with center A and with AB

a radius.

Which endings are correct for the figure in Zx.

8. A is a point of

a) the circle.

b) the interior or the circle.

c) the exterior of the circle.

d) the circular region.

9. B is a point of

a) the circle.

b) the interior of the circle.

c) the exterior of the circle.

d) the circular region.
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10. Mark a point of the exterior pf your circle. Label

it C.

11. k Mark a point of the circular region. Label it D.

12. Nark a point which is not in the.interior and not in

the exterior of the circle. Label it E.
4
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ANGLES

Working Together

1. Mark a point R on your paper. Draw a ray with

R as endpoint. Mark another point on the ray and label

it S.

2. Draw a second ray with R as endpoint. Do not

draw it on RS. Mark a point on this ray and label it T.

Does your drawing look something like this?

This drawing represents a new geometric figure called

an angle,.

An angle is the union of.two rays which have the

same endpoint but are not on the same line.

in the figure. R is the vertex of the angle. The
f

endpoint -orboth rays is called the vertex of the angle.
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-10
Each ray iz a my of the angle. RT and RS are

rays of tne angle in the drawing.

Part of an angle is represented by two edges of

your desk which meet at a corner.

a) 14hat represents the vertex of the angle?

b) What represents the rays of the angle?

c) Why do we say these are only part of the angle?

Do the hands of a clock suggest an angle? If so,

what represents the vertex? What represents the rays?

Describe other things in your classroom which

Ouggest an angle.

6. In each angle pictured below, name the vertex

and the rays.
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We name the first angle in the picture Lopx or

OAB. Either is correct. The middle letter must be the

label for the vertex.

7. Draw an engle. Label it LSAT. Did you put the

correct letter at the vertex?

8. Below iE represented ZpAC. Copy the picture

on your paper.

a) Choose a point on II different from A and B and

label it D.

b) Choose a point on re different from A and C and

label it E.

-a
0 Is ig the same ray as AD?

d) Is ia the same ray as AE?

e) Is Lpitc the same angle as ZDAE?

No matter how we label an angle, tho midale letter

always represents the vertex.
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9. Three points are shown below.

F

D.

Write on a sheet of paper the words that,complete.these

sentences.

a) There is ray through D and F with

endpoint F.

b) There is ray through F and E with--

endpoint F.

c) There is angle containing D and E

with vertex F. This angle is labeled

or

Exercise Set 11

1. Here are three rays. Each has the endpoint A. Name

three angles.
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2. a) Mark a point C on your paper. Draw a picture

of two angles which have the point marked C

as a vertex.

b) Name the rays of each angle.

3. a) Mark a point A on your paper. Draw a picture of

at least 4 angles which have,the point marked A

as a vertex. Do this by drawing 5 different

rays, not on the same line, with A as endpoint.

Choose a point different from A on each ray.

Label these points with the capital letters

B, C, D, E, and F.

b) Name the rays of each angle.

c) Name each angle.
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BRAINNISTERS .

4, Try to repeat Ex. 3 by using only 3 rays (no two of

them on the same line) with A as endpoint. Did you

get a picture of four angles? HOw many angles does

your picture represent?

5. Try to repeat Ex. 3 by using only 4 rays (no two of

them on the same line) with A as endpoint. Did you

get a picture of exactly four angles? How many angles

does your picture represent?
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ANGLES OF A TRIANOLE

Working Tbgether

1. Look at the points below which are labeled A,

B, and C. They are not on the same line. Mark three

points like this on your paper and label them.

Be

2. Draw: a
Al

BA

al

Does your drawing look something like thls?

4
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Write on a sheet of paper the words that complete these

sentences.

a) no nr, and Ne form a

b) The angle with vertex A which contains B and C

is called

c) The angle with vertex B which contains A and

is called

d) The angle with vertex C which contains A and B

is called

4. Mark a point of Kg which is not a point of AB.

Label it D.

5. Mark a point of gb which is not a point of liEr.

Label it E.

6. Mark a point of it which is not a point of AC.

Label it F.

Does your drawing look like this now?
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T. Are D, E, and F points uf the rays of the

angles you named in Ex. 3?

8. a) Are D, E, and F points of the trianglp?

b) Are, D, E, and F points of the interior of

,the triangle?

c) Are D, E, and P points of the exterior of

the triangle?

3 shows that a triangle suggests three angles.

These ig1ee are not part of the triangle. This is true

because a triangle is made up of segments and an angle is

made up f rays.
\

Rememtir when we studie circles we spoke of the center

Of a circl
,

The center is liot part of Wie circle.

In the s' ne way we say LAM, LECA, and LpAB are

angles of the triangle although they are not part of the

triangle. We'call the vertices of these angles the vertices

of the triangle. N'rtices is the plural of vertex. The

vertices of a triangle are the endpoints of the segments of

the triangle.

9. Draw a triangle. Label its vertices D, E, F.

a) Name the three angles of the triangle.

b) The three angles of a triangle suggest how many rays?

Exercise Set 12

Make drawings to reprfsent

1. A line 3. A segment

2. A ray 4. A simple closed curve
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5. A triangle

6. A circle

T. A polygon

6. Two lines which cross

9. A quadrilateral

10. Three lines which cross but not all in the same

point

11. An angle

12. The union of a triangle and one angle suggested

by the triangle

13. A triangular region

Using the drawing below name:

14. the intersection of and Et.

15. three different triangles.

16. a segment which is not a side of a triangle.

17. a point of the interior of some triangle.

18. a point of the exterior of triangle ABD.

19. the intersection of and
e -

20. the intersection of and DP.
-

21.

22.

the intersection of IT and BD.

the endpoint of A.
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Which sentences are trim?,

23. The intersection of two different planes may be:

a) a line.

b) the empty set.

c) a set which has exactly one poilnt.

d) a plane.

24. The intersection of a line and a plane may be:

a) a set which has exactly two points.

b) the empty set.

c) the line.

d) the plane.

e) a set which has exactly one point.

BRAINTWISTERS

25. The intersection of a triangle and a plane may be:

a) a set which has exactly one point.

b) the empty set.

c) t:r.- triangle.

d) a aet which has exactly three points.

e) a set which has more points of tte triangle than

can be counted but not all the points of the

triangle.

26. The intersection of a circle and a plane may be:

a) a set which has exactly one,point.

b) the empty set.

c) a set which has exactly two poi ts.

d) a set which has exactly three pqknts.

e) the circle.
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Chapter 10

CONCEPT OP RATIONAL NUMBERS

IDEA OF RATIONAL NUMBERS

Exploration %

Look at each of the figures on this page.

POr each figure, choose a pair of numbers at the right which can

be used to talk about the number of parts that are shaded and the

number of congruent parts into which each unit region, unit

segment, or set has been separated.

0

I

Pairs of Numbers

a. 1 and 4

b. 3 and 4

c. 3 and 5

d. 1 and 2

e. 5 and 8

f. 1 and 3

g. 2 and 3

h. 2 and 2

i. 6 and 8

j 2 and 5

0 0
Wure able to find a pair of number:, for each? Did you find

theze -- A-a; B-e; C-a; D-d; E-f; F-g; G-c; H-h; anLL

I-b?
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Exercise Set 1

1. Copy the table and complete its using the figures A, Bp

Co Do E, F, and G.

Figure

_

Farts
Shaded

.

Congruent
Farts in
Unit

A

_ ..

A _

C

D

E

F
. ,

A
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2. Write on your paper the letters from A to G.

After each: urite Yes if the figure has been

par Itioned into congruent regions. Write ro if

the figure has not been partitioned into congruent

regions.

A B C
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2. Write on your paPer the letters from A to G.;

After each, write Yes if the figure has been

partitionel into congruent regions. Wrlte No if

the figure has not been partitioned into congruent

regions.

A
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A NEW KIND OF NUMBER

Exploration

When a region is partitioned into congruent parts and some

of these parts are shaded, we use a new kind of number to

describe what we see. These new numbers are called rational
1 1numbers. 2r, 17, and are rational numbers. They are read,

"one-half," "one-fourth," and "three-eighths."

Each of these figures at

the right suggests the same

rational number. The

rational number is

1one-fourth. The symbol,

which names the rational

ypyllwwdi..IBFiPk.

CCIEW1

number one-fourth is called a fraction. Fractions are written

using two numerals. The two numerals are separated by a

horizontal bar.

For example:

The numerals are 1 and 4.

The numeral above the bar tells

Av.------------------' the number of congruent parts

of equivalent subsets described.

The number is called the

numerator.

The numeral below the bar tells

the number of congruent parts

into which the set of objects,

unit region, or unit segment has

been partitioned. The number

is cailed the denominator.

=!le
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What rational number is suggested by each of these figures below?
/

What rational number does each of these figures suggest?

Figure A

Figure

Figure

suggests the

B suggests the

C suggests the

rational

rational

rational

number,

number,

number,

2
3'

2

Figure D also suggests the rational number,

110

11111111110

,read three-fourths.

read two-thirds,

read.two halves.



4,per

0

[. 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

1

Exettise Set 2

41141For each figure, write a fraction which names the rational

number suggested by the shaded region.

A

O 0

O 0

O 0

O 0

2. Write

a)

b)

c)

as fractions:

one half d)

e)

f)

one-eighth

one-sixth

one-fourth

one-third
.1=10.11

one-tenth .earr

1 11



Copy the unit square in Figure H at least six times.

(Make more copies if you want them.) In how many ways can

you separate the unit square to shot4:

4. Copy and shade the part which is described by the fraction

below each figure.

A

4 2 8

112
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5. Copy and complete this chart.

Fraction Number of Congruent
Parts in Unit

Number of Congruent
Parts Counted

1r
1

7

1

rei

,

.....

4

0...-

1

5

1

3- .

1

E

On your paper, make 6 copies of the unit region shown

below. Make the unit regions the same size. Then show

a picture that suggests each of the rational numbers named

in exercise 5.
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Exercise-Set A

1. Use these ficureo to complete the chart below.

A has been done for you.

A

Ficure rumLer or Concruent
partz In Fit;ure

Number of
Shaded Parts

Rational
Number
Suggezted by
Shaded Part

A

_

3
3
T

P

C

D

F

F

1 1 4



2. 'Using .figures A, 13, Co Do Eo and F or exercise 1,

write the !rime of the rational number sugc,es-ded by the

unshaded part of ew.h fiurc.

A

1'1,;uret; to complete the sentences below.

Fig. A

a)

0X MN0 Y
Fig.

Set C 2

Figure A has been separated into

congruent regions.

t214,6,8,10112914)

Fig. C

region has been

shaded. The shaded region is best described

by the rational number named by the fraction

Points M, N, and 0 separate Y into

congruent segments. m =

c) Zet C has members.

names an odd number. This member is

of all the members of Set C.

115
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4. Study yaur answers VO exercises 1, 2, and 3.

Copy and then write "above" or "below" in each blank.

a) The numeral the bar names the number of

congruent parts into which the unit has been

separated.

b) The numeral the bar names the number

of congruent parts which are described.

Ann watched

hour long.

1,levision programs. Each was ir of an

a) How long did Ann watch television?

How much longer would she need to watch TV to make

her total time 1 hour?

A figure like the one pictured below was made by laying

toothpicks,each the same size, end-to-end. What

fractional part of the.perimeter is the "roof"



RATIONAL NUMBERS MATES THAN ONE

Exploration

In the picture below, the line segment AB is 1 unit long.

0
.41-4F-41--11-11-0-r-e-40-0-.T.0.--10---eo.

I I . I I IA. a
I I I I I

C th------10 I
I I I

I I I I

E I i F I I

I I I

I I6 ..._-_,...-1 H

I I

I 1.1
1

K

1. (a) On the number line the unit segment is separable

into congruent segments.

(b) Use a fraction: Each Small segment is of

the unit segment.

(0) The measure of rff is 1. The meauure of 7C11 is

also (Use a fraction.)

8
(d) Is Er the measure of line segment AB?

2
(e) Is Er the measure of line segment CD/

(f) Is the measure of line segment EY/

(g) Is ?:( the measure of line segment OH?

(h) Is the measure of line segment LT?

11
(1) Is 7r. the measure of line segment KL?
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Each unit segment of the number line below has been

separated into 3 congruent segments. D. is the same

length as the unit segment.

A R B

Use this number line to answer the questions.

(a) What fraction names the measure of Pr?

(b) What fraction names the measure of IN? In lin

Edll has a photograph album. Each page is separzted into 4

congruent parts. On each page he can place 4 pictures.

Pagel Page2

If Bill pastes 5 pictures in his album, he will cover

4 1
.14. of one page and ir of another page. What rational

number describes the number uf pages covered?

Frictions like 4, ; tell us

that the measure of a segment or a region is less than 1.

8 2 3 4 6Fractions like 1r, p E tell us that the

measure of a segment or region is exactly 1.

Fractions like ic tell us that

the measure of a segment or region is greater than 1.
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Exercise Set 4

1. Copy the unit segments below. The dots separate each unit

segment into smaller, congruent seginents. Label each dot

correctly.

2 1*0 I 2
4 4 4

5

0

5

Each of the figures below represents a unit region or unit

segment.

2. Study these diagrams. Then answer the questions on the

next page.

A

119
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a) How many thirds are there in A?

How many thirds are there in B?

How many thirds are shown in A and B together/

What rational fraction is suggested by the shaded

region of A and B together?

What rational number is suggested by the unshaded

region of A and B' together?

b) What rational number is suggested by the shaded region

in C? in D? in E?

What rational number is suggested by the unshaded

region in C? in D? in E?

What rational number best describes the shaded regions

in Co Do and E altogether?

What rational number best describes the unshaded

regions in Co Do and E altogether?

c) What rational number is suggested by the shaded region

of F and a together?

What rational number is suggested by the unshaded

region of F and 0 together?

d) In Figure Ho what rational number is the measure of

am? of ra?

120



For each figures write the fraction that names the rational

number suggested by the shaded part.

Iunit Iunit I unit

I unit

FIG.G

FIG. A

I unit

I unit

FIG. D

I unit

I unit

FIG.8

I unit I unit

FIG.E

4. using these number-lines, complete the sentences below.

0 IA.
4 I 1
2 2 2

0B .41
4 ei

I2 2

2
1
2

4
2

2

I i 2

A
2

4
a) 1 one and 1 half = or

b) "

c) 3 ones and 1 half = -Pa- or

d) 2 ones and 1 half = nor or

e) = 1 and I

c) 2 =

2
g)

121
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!
3

7
2

3 i

0.-
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5. Copy the line segment shown below on your paper.

KS is a unit segment.

a) Mark a point D so that rs is 327- unit long.

b) 7ark a point E so that 7Cff is units long.
1

C) :,eark a point F so that IT is units long.

!I

6. Copy the line segme t below. Notice each unit segment has

been searated into 3 congruent segments.

X
0 1 2 3

a

4Using a certain units the measure of 77 is 37.

Mark new points Us Vs and W so that

a) 710r is 1 unit long.

b) 7TT is unit long.

c) 117 is units long.

Mark is 4 feet tall. What number gives his height in

yards?

Ellen watched 5 television programn. How many hours

did she watch TV if each program was:

a) of an hour long?

b) of an hour long?
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DIFFERENT NAMES FOR THE SAME NUMBER

Exploration

1. The pictures 3f unit regions below suggest some ways of

thinking of one-half.

In As

In Bo

In Cs

In D,

In E,

In Fs

what fraction names the measure of the shaded region?

what fraction names the measure of the shaded region?

what fraction names the measure of the shaded region?

what fraction names the measure of the shaded region?

what fraction names the measure of the shaded region?

what fraction names the measure of the shaded region?

1 2 6
7ip 6, ,r, Tr, 13, and

1rational number 7.

We can write: ;*- =

TC-5

=1.

are all ways of naming the

What are some other fractions that name this same number?

1We say that r is the simplest name, or simplest furm, for

this rational number. Can you tell why?

123



2
6

0
12

2. Make true statements by writing a fraction in each blank.

Use the number line above to help you.

1 2 3 5 6
6 6 6 6 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 12
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12

1
a.

10
b.

C.

d.

e . 1 = wrImm

101!

O I- ell. st es a a et** Pa.
O I 2
2 2 2

Q I 2 3 4 5
5 5 5 5 3 5

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Uze the number line above to help you write the missing

numerator or denominator.

a.

b.

121.1

n
c T75

= 10 sd. 1 77 5

4.



4. Using one number line, we can show many different names

for a rationar number.
0

0
2 2

2
4 4 4

2 I 2 3 4
8 8 8 8

A
8

3
4

§ 7

2
2

4
4

8 9

5
4

10 II

3
2

6
4

12

We see that some fractions are names for the same rational number.

1What other fractions are names for the rational number 7 ?
1What other fraction is aLname for the rational number ir ?

What other fraction is aAlame fcr the rational number 4.

Can you find other fractions that name the same rational number

on this line?

One rational number may be named by many fractions.

1 6The rational number T may be named by: ar, ; in
747,

..)

2e rational number .- may be named by: r
2 4 6 8Th

2 ,3's .5., .g, Tip ...)
2The rational number 'ff"7

may be named by: f , P P
2 4 6 8.5 M 13 2170 )

1The rational number
maY be named by: filu, 22u, 4 7;17540 ...)T6

Can you think of other fractions which would name each of thebe

-numbers above?

Many fractions can be used to name the same whole numbers.

For example, I may be indicated by

2
7,

6
E, and so on.

Can you name three other fractions tha belong to this set?

125
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EXeroise Set

Copy each of these figures.

J.

2.

4.

I I

I I

i

I I

I I I

126

2Color ir of this figure.-

2
is another name for

6
Color E of this figare.

6
B. is another name.for

2Color B of this figure.

2 is another name for

Color of this figure.

27 is another name for

4
Color IT of this figur..

4
17 is another name for ..1.



6. Using this chart, write as many names as you can for

a)

b)

)

1
7

1

d)

e)

f )
6

Write at least three other fractions which name each of

the following ratipnal numbers. If you can write more

than three, do so.

a) c) 2
2

b) d)

e)

127
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8. The diagrams below suggest three other names for
4.

What

are they?

OM

A

AA AAALLL

1 foot

2 I 2 2, 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 inches
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 riali

9. Draw 5 boxes like the ones below. Separate each box

to show the mathematical sentence written below. The

first one is done for you.

8 4

2

128
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g
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10. Complete:

11.

a) 1 2

.1)

8
B a -1r
1

2r = -Er
6If="7
1
3' -iv-

129
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The unit square shown on the preceding page has been

separated into 100 congruent square regions.

a) Each small square region is what part of the unit

square region?

b) Each small square region is what part of 1 row or

1 column of square regions?

c) Each row or each column of square regions ts what

part or the unit square region?

I
ci ) 17 7.7

7T7

90 ?

f ) 1777 175

30
g) TUU T7

h ) 1.10w many small square ret;Ionl; colcr if you
47

are to color ---
100- of

thP unI t oqual

83 100 , 1 , 7 ,
'

130
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Puzzle. In how mary different ways can you cover the unit

square using the f..actional pieces shown? Er h

piece may be used.more than onoe. Yot. may wish

to traces cut outs and several corties of each

m-iel regon before you work your pu7 le.

2 4

Unit

Sq Wire

131
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Here are a few solutions to the puzzle on page 541.

more did you discover?

2

2

1 I

I I

I ll
1 4 I 4

1 I

I I

1 I

1 1

1 I

Ithu
i I 4 I 4

1 I

1 I

1

I

4

1 1

132

How many
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ORDERER' THE RATIONAL NUMBERS

Ekploration

0 I 2 4i
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
4 4 4 4 4 4 4. AT 4

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

Look at the number line.

Is 7 to the right of Is vr

3 3 3 3Is ir to the right of E ? Is 1. >

Ie to the right of t Is > t

Ie 0 to the left of 4 t Is 0 < 1

2 4 2 4Is ir to the left of .7 4 Is <

le to the left of fr Ie <

6 8It is easy to see that and ir are ordered from

least to greatest.

Are 4, and 14. ordered from the least to greatest?

It would be easier to decide if we used other fractions for

these numbers.

Using other names for these same numbers, we can write them as

41, and qt.

Now we see the numbers are named in order from least to greatest.

As you move to the right along a number line, the rational numbers

become greater. As you move to the left, they become less.

133



Exercise Set 6

1. Use this chart and the symbols > and < to complete the

senten-es below.

. .
4

1

4.
1

4
1

4
1

4
1

e
1

8
1

8

.
1

8
1

8
1

8
,

1.
8

i
8I

16
I
16

I 11
16 1 16

I
161

1 I
16

I
16

=
as

1
16

I
16

i.
16

i
16

III
16 1 16

11-I
16 116

e)

f)

2. Write the corTect answer. The fraction chart above may be

used, if needed.

17 16a) Which number is less: -8- or

Which is farther to the left on the number line?

4 14 ?b) Which number is less: or

Which is farther to the left on the number line?

c) Which number is less: 4 or

Which is farther to the left on the number line?

11 4d) Which number is less: -4- or 7 ?

Which is farther to the left on the number line?

1314



3. Arrange members of each set in order from least to greatest.

Make diagrams If you need them.

A

B=ti,

4, 24,

2.41.

4. Associate a rational number with points ay by

and g in the dirgi-, "elow.

cy dy ey fy

a =

b =

=

d = f =

g =

5. List in order the numbers used in counting by two-thirds
2from 3- to 4.

6. List in order the numbers used in counting by three-halves

from to 9.

7. Write two other names far each of the fo11owing numbers.

a)

b.)

12

135



8. Copy and complete by writing the symbol > or ( in

each box.

a)
1 1
4. 7 d) l

1

7

b )
1 1 1 1
7 ----- Er e) r IT

c )
1

IlY
1 f) 1

T;

1

5

Rearrange these numbers in order from least to greatest.

a)

b )

d )

10. Arrange in order the numbers in each set below. Begin

with the greatest.

A
st ;

c-

11. Arrange these numbers from least to greatest.

1 1 1 1 1 1
TUP Er' 1." r
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2Xercise Set 7

Supplementary Exercises

2 3 4 5 6
2 2 2 2 2 2

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 124 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 T 6 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

1. Copy and write > < or = in each blank to
make a true sentence. The number line above will help
you.

a)

8b) r 2

c )

d)

6
7

13 7

e) 1

f)

g)

18 8
h ) 71

r.1,uki



2. Which fraction of each pair below will e farther to the

right on the nurevr line?

a; or

b)

c)

117

10

or

18or -8-

or

)
"Er

11

or

or

°r

6

h ) 7 or ir

Rearrange each set. Put members in order from least to

greatest.

A = 4,

B 41
i

I

Copy and fill in each-blank with the symbol

or = .

a)

b)

c)

d)

2

14

14

0=1=111.

1

3.

1

2

e) 1 2

f)

> ,

Look at exercise 4. Which fraction in each pair labels a

point farther to the right on the number line?
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A NEW KIND OF NAME

11These pictures help us think about the numbers, and lr

A.

Unit

Unit

2
,± and 7

1 one and 1 half

or,

Another way of naming

13.

11Another way of naming la

We call

Unit

Unit

Unit

4and 7 and

11
1 one and 1 one

1
71- and 4 mixed foruw.

139

and j fourtlu;

ones and

l'ourths



Rational numbers named by fractions like is and

tell us that the measure of a region, segnent, or set is less

than 1.

2814Rational numbers named by fractions like 24 Br, and

tell us that the measure of a region, segment, or set is

equal, to 1.

Rational numbers named by fractions like c'7, and i

tell us that the measure of a region, segment, or set is greater

than 1.

4 2Other names for I are 2-, and

Since this is true,

1 2
17, and IT.

1

;. and may be renamed 1.

and are read, "one And three-fourths,"

"sine and one-half," and "one and two-thirds." Fractions

written in this way nre said to be in mixed rorm.

1 14 0



Exercise Set 8

1. Copy and finish the number line below. Then use it to

complete the mathematical sentences so that each will be

a true sentence.

4 1a)

b) .65 is
6

d) 4 IN 2 and ;"

2 6 A 223r al anu 5

e) 4 .

e) .i.5 ones and 75- f) . ; and 75..

11 37 = OIMIIMMMINIMMI!

2. Arrange the numbers in each of the following sets in order

from least to greatest. Use diagrams if you need them.

A 0, 2 11

10
"T° 2, ;Lio 31

3. Peter has 13 blocks to walk to school. Each block is ri5
mile long. How many miles does he have to walk to school?

141



4. A pound of butter is usually divided into four bars of the

same size. Vicky found 7 bars of butter in her

refrigerator. How many pounds of butter were in the

refrigerator?

Can you do these without any help? Try some of them.

5. Write the mixed form for each of these numbers.

d) =

e) 15,1

f) =

6. Which is greater? Write the name of the greater number in

each pair. You may use a number line to help you decide.

a) orl.
b ) or 10-r

d) 6 or Pik

e) ; or 1;

f) 4 or

4
or

h) 14. or g

7. Copy and complete. Use diagrams If you need them.

8. Between what two whole numbers on the number line would the

following fractions be?

a) 54 b) 4 c

142
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s

Exercise Set 2

1 20 1 27 7 7

2
0 1 2 3 6'7

4

0

0 1 2 3 4ESE'S E
0

6 7 8 9 1b2 _161.E E E

1

2
I

2

iT)
6 7 8 2 10 11 12 13 14 is 16
IT '8 13 13 "Er IT ir 73- -r 13-

1. Use the number line above. Copy the following mathematical

sentences. Write the symbol > op < in each blank to

make the sentence true.

a 143



2. Starting at zero, list in order the numbers used in

a) counting by one-half to

6
b) counting by two-thirds to

c) counting by three eighths to 2.

3. Write

a)

b)

2

1

7
1

.
'

other names for each of the following.

-.....

----.11

4. Match each rational number in Column 1 with a fraction

that names the same number from Column 2.

Column I

a)
i
7 f )

1b) r ig)

c) 2 h)

d) li 1)

e) 1 j)

Column 2

8

6

2

2
7
2
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USIEG RATIONAL NUMBERS

Exploration

Below are pictures of seta of 12 objects.

Datted lines separEite the picture

E

1

Set A

E

El

Set B

of Set A into 2 subsets.

How many objects are there in 1

subset?

How many objects are there in 2

subsets?

1Is 7 of 12 objects equal to

6 objects?

2
Is r of 12 objects equal to

12 objects?

Set B has been separated Into

4 subsets.

Hew many objects are in each

subset?

of

r of

145

12 =
IMWIMMIIMMIIR

12 =
laMINIMME

12 .

12 .

of 12 2- r of 12?



Set C

=01

Set D

I. I 1

I

I---+- +-
C=1---+

El I I
Set E

Dotted lines separate Set C into

subsets.

1
What is 3. oL,. 12?

2What is 3. of 12?

What is i *of 12?

=1MI1

Set D has been separated into

subsets.

2 = of .12.

4 = E of 12.

6 . E of 12.

8 . E of 12.

10 = E of 12.

12 = E of 12.

Each subset in E shows

of

12

12

12

12

12 =

12.

4

6

of

of

of

of

of

,MIM

8ra. ,
1111..

146



A

Exercise Set 10

1. A, Bo C, and D are unit square regions. Copy them on

your paper. Separate each one into four equal reglons.

a)

b)

0

d)

Color IT of A

2Color it. of B blue.

Color of C green.

4Color w of D green.

M

4
e) ,r is another name for

f) Write the fraction that best describes the uncolored -

regions of each unit square region above.

..1.111MMEMINIMOIM

1

Points B and C separate the unit line segment AD

into 3 congruent segments.

a) m Xig

b) m re'

147

o) m
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era..cire at 11

1. Look at the picture of a set pf objects below.

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0. 0

0
,

0 0 0

It has been partitioned into 4 subsets.

The same number of objects are in each subset.

1
What is of 16? What is of 16?

2 4What is
ri*

of 16? What is ir of 16?

2.- Here is another picture of a set of objects. It has been

partitioned into five subsets. The same number of objects

are in each subset.

Air

1
1

1 1
O 1 0 0 1 0 1

0
1

1
I r

O
1

1
0 I

1

0 1

1

0 1

r 0
I I

1 I0 0 i 0O 1 0
i I

I I
I

1 1O 1 0 0 0 0
r 1 r 1

What is

What is

What is

What is

What is

15

25

4

5

of

of

of

of

of

20?

20?

'20?

20?

20?

148



Complete the following. Use sets of objects if you need them.
1

a) 3. of
1b) 7 of

i0) ir of

1d) 7 of

6

4

8

10

is ----- e ) 23.

i
2

25

is f)

is g)

is .
h)

of 6 is

of 8 is
MMEMMININI

of 9 is -----

or 10 is ______

4. Jane bought six doughnuts. She ate of them. How many

doughnuts did Jane eat' How many doughnuts did Jane have

left?

1Bill had twenty marbles. He lost r of them. How many

marbles did P111 lose? How many did he have left?

6. Alice had 36 jacks. She trLded of them to Mary.

How many jacks did Alice trade? How many jacks did Alice

have left?

7. On the way from the store, Bob dropped a dozen eggs. He

looked inside the carton. He found of the eggs broken.

How many eggs are there in a dozen? How many eggs were

broken? HOw many eggs were not broken?

BRAINTWISTER

1John gave Bill sixteen jelly beans. This was 7 of the

number Jo:;, had. How many did John have at the beginning?
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Exercise Set 12

1. There were 20 problems on an arithmetic test. John worked

1
all but 7 of them. How many problems did John finish?

1
2. 5 of a string of 12 Christmas tree lights had burned out.

How many liptits had to be replaced?

1
3. At a sale, books that had been 50ji were selling for 7

of the regular prices. What was the sale price?

A box which had contained 24 candy bars was ty'-thirds

full. How many candy bars were in the box?

A footbal4 game is played in 4 quarters. It takes 1 hour

of actual playing time to play a game. .How many minutes of

actual playing time are gone at the end of the third quarter?

6. There werv 6 boY's and 3 7,irls on a softball team. What

part of the team were boys?

7. The year is separated into four seasons of equal length.

What part of the year is each Season?

8 2Mary has a collection of 15 dolls. 5 of them represent

chIllren from other countries. How many of the dolls

represent children from other countries?

Jim was making a model or a plane. He needed a single piece

3of wood 7r of a foot long. He had a piece of wood 8

inches long. Could he use this piece? Why':
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